NEON by Mini
NEON by Mini

There's simply nothing to match that style. Striking, yet sophisticated. In shimmering Nordic Blue, set off by gleaming chrome. Dressed to take you anywhere, from the boutique to the nightclub. With the dash and agility to outsmart the queues and snap up that last parking space. And a thirst so small it'll leave you with pounds to spare.

That cool elegance continues inside. With seats trimmed in soft velour. A tastefully colour-keyed interior. And a high quality digital radio and twin speakers to keep you entertained. Whilst detail touches such as that distinctive steering wheel logo remind you that there's nothing like the Neon by Mini. And nothing to equal your sense of style. Isn't it time you got together?

MinipassionMini.com
ENGINE & TRANSMISSION
- 4 cylinder, transverse. OHV, 998cc.
- 41PS (EEC) @ 5250 RPM.
- 4 speed manual gearbox.

PERFORMANCE
- 0-60 mph in 17.0 seconds.
- 30-50 mph in 14.9 seconds (4th gear).
- Maximum speed 80 mph.
- Torque 68 Nm (EEC) @ 2500 RPM.

ELECTRICAL
- 12 volt negative earth system
- Two column stalks for indicators, horn, headlamp dip/main beam/flash.
- 2 speed wipers with flick wipe and electric screen washers, hazard warning lamps.
- Heated rear window, side repeater flashers, rear fog guard lamp, twin reversing lamps.

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT
- Electronic tune 3 band stereo radio (R280) with 2 rear speakers.

INSTRUMENTATION
- Twin-pack binacle incorporating speedometer, fuel level and water temperature gauges.
- Warning lights for direction indicators, main beam, ignition/no charge, low oil pressure, brake circuit failure, heated rear window, rear fog guard lamp.

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT
- Chevron velour seat facings with cloth seat backs.
- Vinyl door and side casings with Neon strip.
- Unique Mini Neon strip.
- Twin door bins.
- Rear companion boxes.

BODY FEATURES
- Comprehensive anti-corrosion treatment with 6-year warranty.
- Laminated windscreens.
- Locking fuel filler cap.
- Driver and passenger door mirrors.
- Unique Neon graphic scheme.
- Chrome grille, bumpers, door handles and tailpipe finisher.
- Black wheelarch extensions.
- Hinged rear quarter lights.

EXTERIOR
- Nordic Blue (metallic).

INSURANCE GROUP
Group 1
(As recommended by the Association of British Insurers).

SUSPENSION
- All independent, rubber cone springs, telescopic dampers.

STEERING
- Rack and pinion.

BRAKES
- Servo-assisted, dual circuit system, discs front, drums rear.

WHEELS & TYRES
- 12" steel wheels with 145/70 x 12 low profile radial ply tyres.
- Prestige, full width wheel trims.